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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has a Dell EMC SC9000 with six SC420 enclosures. The enclosure configuration is as
follow:
*Two enclosures have write-intensive SSD drives
*Four enclosures have read-intensive SSD drives
As a general guideline, what is recommended for spare drive assignment?
A. 3 spares per drive type
B. 2 spares per drive type
C. 1 spare per drive type
D. 1 spare per shelf
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
Your company has 100 users located in an office in Paris.
The on-premises network contains the servers shown in the following table.
You create a new subscription. You need to move all the servers to Azure.
Solution: You run azcopy.exe.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Quincy has created an Imported Page from an existing HTML form. Now he would like to add
navigation on some of its HTML elements. How does he approach this task?
A. Add an Imported Page Collection builder to use all HTML elements at once, specifying their
indirect references in the element input table.
B. Add Variable builders for each HTML element.
C. Add HTML builders for each HTML element.
D. Add action control builders, such as Button or Link builders for each HTML element.
Answer: D
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